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Dorm students mustcheck incinerator trash
Dorm residents should be
aware of what trash they're
dumping into the incinerators
because one mistake could be
hazardous.
When an aerosol can is thrown
into an incinerator, an explosion
occurs. The size of the explosion
varies with how hot the fire is and
also how much combustible
substance is left in the can.
James Keene, Superintendent
of Buildings and Trades, said
students have to discipline
themselves but that that wasn't
something which could be
counted on because of the
number of people living in the
dorms.
"Be sure to separate your trash

combustible material. Break up
cartons so they don't plug the
incinerator. It's more or less a
common sense thing," Keene
said.
He also said that bottles and
metal materials shouldn't be put_
in the inciaerator.
Fielder, Assistant
Dave
Director. of Police and Fire
Safety, said he receives one or
two calls a year from dorms
where there has been an
explosion in the incinerRtor
caused by an aerosol can being
thrown into it.
Fielder said there was an
incident last fall in Androscoggin
Hall where a can exploded, the
incinerator door flew open and
knocked over a traiAt can. He said
no one was hurt.
"In the history —of---thr- incinerator here, there hasn't

been a serious accident," Fielder
said.
He said when such an
explosion does occur, someone
should call the fire department.
"We should be called at 5817911. We'll check it out and
make sure it didn't damage the
incinerator," Fielder said.
He said when the fire
department receives such a call it
will first check the building and
evacuate then. Fielder said life
safety was the first thing the
department was concerned with.
Once the building has been
evacuated, the department will
check the components of the
incinerator such as the doors;
Also it will put out any fire if
necessary and any blockages.
Ernest Melvin, Assistant
Superintendent of Buildings and
Trades, said he thought, in the
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A multi-purpose recreational sports
pass for UMO students is a current
project in the Mills-Lindsay Student
Government administration.
Student Government President Jeff
Mills said he supports an all-facilities
pass that would allow students
unlimited ute of weightlifting, pool
and ice-skating facilities in place of
separate fee each time the student uses
one of these facilities. Full or partial
funding of the pass would come out of
the student activity fee, Mills said.
"The only problem is that we'd have
to figure out how many people would
ose it, Mills said. A student survey
would be taken and a stundent senate
committee would have to check the
feasibility of the project before any
concrete plans could be made, he said.
The concept of an all-faculities pass
was introduced into the student senate
about- three years ago, when the
athletic department started charging
more money to use the facilities, Mills
said.
Because of the limited budget of the
Student Government, the pass might
cause cutbacks in other areas of
funding. "If people want it for a
facility you're going to have to take
money from other clubs, and people
have to realize that," Mills said.
Dave Ames, director of recreational
-sports and intramural activities said he
advocates a recreational fee either
separate or part of the student activity
fee, which in addition would cover
intramural fees and possibly fund
other projects for recreational sports.
Ames feels that the pass fee should
be a part of every student's bill, and
not just to those who use the facilities.
"You'd be surprised at how many
students take advantage of them," he
said., "It's like Axing taxed. The

future, incinerators will be illegal
because of their potential danger
and also because of EPA
standards.
Melvin said there is a newer,
more efficient incinerator at
Hitchner Hall. This incinerator
burns , at a much higher
temperaeure than the older
models found in the dorms and
also uses LP gas as fuel. He said
there was a recirculation of gases
within the incinerator and that no
smoke came out of the smoke
stack. This incinerator is
different from those in the dorms
because it burns carcasses and
wastes, while the others are
primarily for burning paper.
Keene said, in the future, the
university will probably be forced
into using the more expensive
compacting machines instead of
incinerators.
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Mills also said his plans include
reinstigating the University of Maine
Student Government, in which all
seven Maine campuses participate. He
said the unity of education cuts would
be a powerful asset in such projects as

cuts sent to Washington, C.C. last
semester and protests in education
costs at board of trui'tees meetings. "It
hasn't been in effect for a couple of
years now so we'd like to get that
going," Mills said.

themselves. The humanities students
are direct outward, and a product of
both a general purpose and an
individual purpose in life.
"Both determine an expression of a
A former pro quaterback, notedphysicist, mathementician and present
man's will to control his own destiny,"
atfiltic director at Yale University
he said.
was the feature speaker in the first
In talking about the athlete as an
iymposium on Sports and the
academic achiever, he said, they are
Humanities, Thursday night in WI
not merely sports people, but human
English Math.
beings.
"The role of sports is not primary.
government does a lot of thingsthati
Dr Frank Ryan spoke to more than
What is important is his development
don't really care for, but-Ithen,there: 125people on how to narrow the 00
as-acreature," he said.
are a lot of other:things diet dii cafe - that exists between sports and the
Ryan said academics and sports
for. The students may say'We feel that humanities. He -addressed the
should narrow the gap and academic
there's a desperate need here for differences and similarities between the
standards should control athletics.
facilities and we're willing to tax athlete and the scholar.
In conclusion, he said, sports are
ourselves.
He said both provide challenge of
the educational
very valuable to
In other areas, Mills has made an strength. It is physical for the athlete
not dominate it.
should
but
experience,
the
for
challenge
mental
the
increase
and
clarify
and
effort to
"Sports should add rather then
student awareness of the powers and humanities student. Yet, both provide
displace the education spectrum," he
the capabilities of the Student students with a goal.
said.
Mills and
Government. Both
"Sports should nbi be looked upon
_After the lecture, Associate
as secondary to academics, but as an
Vice-President Jon Lindsay will be
Professor of History William Baker,an
visiting each dorm to explain student addition to the growth of man," he
advocate of the-symposium program,
government processes and will answer said.
said he thinks it is important-to
He spoke of the sports enviroment,
any questions. In addition, Mills said
question the gap the exsist between
that Interdormatory Board movies and how it effects the participate_ He
sports and academics.
have been expanded to the BCC said the participate should not be
controlled by his enviroment but
campus this year.
"I. am concerned of the huge gap
Mills said among his goals this year instead by his goals and interest. •
between the sports and academic
is the reinstatement of Maine Day. "It
world, there is the gym world and the
"There must be competition and
used to be set aside for social services challenge in a game for either the
library world that never meet. It needs
.
and it got abused," he said. Mills said participant or the spectator to survive:
to be more intregrated," he said.
he would like to see such things as bike
He said there is a need to generate
He said both humanities students'
races to earn money for the United and athletes have the will to acheive.
communication from both ends and
Way,a blood drive and a campus clean
that hopefully the symposium series
Athletes have a desire and purpose
up as possible projects for Maine Day.
will help meet this end.
inward, towards the team and
by Lisa Reece and
Mike Haien an
Staff writers
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Off-campusstudents:in' creasehyseveri percent
by -Joe Ledo
Staff Writer

line of on-campus students to higher
enrollment of older
students. He said older or "non-traditiona1" students usually live off-camp-

Residential Life Director Rost
Moriarty said the off-campus board
,president is wrong in saying the more
than 7 percent drop in students living
on campus is due to discontent with
dormitory policies.
"It's not valid," Moriarty said.
"There are lots of reasons."
He attributes the 7.4 percent dec-

US.

"We lost 80 freshmen last year and
the year before due to older students
and we expect to lose about 250 this
year," he said.
"The loss of freshmen two years
ago will still be having an effect on us
this year. It's like a wave going
through the school system," he said.

•
There will be a mandatory concert
committee meeting Wed., Sept. 29 at
6:30 p.m. in the Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union, -far - anyone interested in working on security, staging,
hospitality, or ticket committees.

Opening and Reception for Maine'
Women in the Arts: Spectra 2 will take
place Fri.. Oct. 1 from 4:00-6:00 p.m.
at Carnegie Hall followed by a piano
concert at 8:00 p.m. in Hauk
iditorium. Registration fin S
'Spectra events will begin,$af., at 10:ri0
a.m.
in
Hauk
Auditorium.

Enjoy music song and stories in the
X special ev
will be a basketball
Fo'c'sle every Friday and Saturday
demonstrat
by the "fabulous five,"
from 7:30 p.m. to midnight at the
arters on the 1959-60 Maine
North and South Lown rooms in the the fiv
11 team that,won 19 games and
memorial union.
/*Ias ranked sixth in the nation.
t•i9

i

Cruise e Beautiful
Penobscot River

Aboard Maine's largest cruise boat
().c the Mt Mt. katpdin.Departure from the
4 public landing beneath the Bangor.
Brewer bridge.
Just 10 minutes from campus:
6:00pm-9:00pm
WEDNESDAY
Cruise with Country Western Music
00
$6..0
6:000m-9:00pm
THURSDAY
Ladies Night all ladies /
1 2 price!
,FRIDAY
11i30am - 1:00pm
Lunchtime Cruise
$3.00
6:00pm-9:00pm
Old and New music
$6.00
111:00pm-midnight
Moonlight - Starlight on the Penobscot_$5:00
:__
SATURDAY •
Peak Foliage

I
i

1:30pm-5:30pm
4 - Hour Cruise to Bucksport and Fort Knox

,

1
;Ake-

•

"Why live in an

area where you

have to constantly

Lowdown
The fall 1982 senior A hockey,
league will start - Oct. 13. The
registration
deadline
for
—interested persons is Oct. 5.
Players must sign up as a team or
individually.
further
For
information, contact Alfond
Arena or call 581-2538.
•
There will be a meeting
Sunday, October 3, at 1;30 pm
in the main lounge di- Estabrooke Hall for all people
interested in jointing the weight
lifting club.

OCB President -Molly Campbell said
Both last year and this year the
students are rebelling against the
estimated total number of students'
dormitory policies and the simplest_
studying at UMO is about 11,300:—
and most effective way to do so is
About 5,275 are estimated to have
move out.
been living on campus last —fall
"If! was a dormitory student. I'd be
compared to 4,883 this fall, a loss of
a little annoyed at some aspect of My
392 students.
life being controlled by someone
else." she said. "Why live in an area
where you have to constantly be on
guard watching your lifestyle?"
She said police patrols, alcohol
policies and increased enforcement of
overnight guest polisies have lead to
the increase in off-campus students.
Mark Leathers, also a member of
OCB said, "The administration is
trying to enforce the 1950s ethics in
the 1980s morality."
Ray Moreau. assistant director of
Residential Life, said there could be
any number of reasons why students)
-might-thvoNc to live off-campus anclitwould be nearly impossible to isolate
Official UMO statistics are not yet
any one factor.
available to confirm Moriarty's projecMoreau said one dormitory at BCC
tions the ages of the freshmen class.
has been shut down because of a lack
.A complete listing will be out Oct. 15.
of students and transfers from other_
schools. Transfer students are now
housed at Orono. Although there are
empty rooms in ssme,,ofthe women's
dormitories' he said men are still
_being tripled and UMO is "still
.overcrowded."

S9.00

6:00pm -9:00pm

be guarded..."

Campus,,,
Crier

Found: TI 30 Calculator and
carrying case in front of Merrill
Hall. Contact Chris Paradis,
Business
Manager, Maine
Campus, Lord Hall Basement.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel
Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. D-1 bos 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.

9:30am-12:30pm
SUNDAY
$7.00
MorningErvist
.44.t. 1:30pm,44fp
:3: !_m
4- Hour t`ruisa
'
. to 'BuCkTsp-ort cind Fort Knox
$9.00

6:00pm -9:00pm

-;•‘t-

$6.00

•:1`.

fintivelkKUIR
"You are the orphans in an age of no tomorrows."
Joan..Baez

,/e/p

,

.....

..... //X

1

-C.P.R:
-aerobic
- self hy
- boxin
-women
-noon ti

"The Titanic sails at dawn."
Bob Dylan

cot

-We have found that the men who know mast are the most
_
Albert Einstein and
Bertrand RuswIl

4,401

S2.00 qudrnt
THUR. 14.7 pmS3.00 aoniquitcnt
. FRI.13,-7-9 pm
_ sugge
'
led

THE PIT:=.::.7 ,7 101EM.

'
41, 10
,
• ••

hitudcannesfau— dm

Put

Visit us at our new Close to C
ation at-the intersectiorfof

0 College Avenue Oca,•
Stillwater Avenue'.

-10
*

00
,
00,5
EP.C.RACAS
00(-..aS
OS' OAS

Snack Bar and Cocktail Bar Available

594-8115 or
For more informatuon call
594-8416

WE.N

,

Sunset Party Cruise
6.00
10:00pm-midnight
Moonlight -Starlight on the Penobscot $5.00

Sunset Party Crikatfib

•

_EMT;
ER -RIOTER
EFREEBIRD SOUNDE
and LIGHTING M
$15,000 worth of
sound & lighting
1,
=
.
=
ns
Qualified disc
jockey and all
Ei
types of music
available for dances
Dana Wilson
Tel. 989-1378

Large 1 bedroom apartment with
garage and fireplace. 2 min. walk
from UMO. $335 plus electricty.
Call Youness days 581-2659,
evenings and weekends 866-4766.

by Bob Daniels
Staff writer
While most res
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not reali4e exis
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Being resident assistant is not such an casy job

by Bob Danielson
"Ihad more finacial aid than the
Staff writer
cost of room and board, and when I got
While most resident Assistants see it
my RA job, it was all taken away,"
as part of,the job, being an RA has
said -Don- Morlock, an RA from
disadvantages which many people do
Penobscot hall.
not realize exist.
On the other hand, Rusty Frost, a
"It's more difficult than most IRA from
Kebnebee Hall, said, "As an
- -Itudents think," said Barbara Smith,
out-of-state student, the money taken
the Stodder complex director.
off my bill is a real relief for me and
One disadvantage is the pay compen- my family." Frost never
received
sation given to an RA, Resident
financial aid in the past, and therefore
Assistants sign a contract committing
it is an issue.
themselves to "serve as an official
Residential Life Representative at all
times by acting as a responsible role
model."
Therefore, working 24 hours a day, "
seven daysa week, during a 15-week
semester, an RA receives free room
and board in a single room for the
semester, which is worth $1340. The
RA earns , S.
cent.; an hour.
H.-Ross moriarty,'director of
residential
'said an—RA is not
Wurking every hour of the semester.
1114"NI es oft
,F1I4F4•
rv4 •
I kru,oto
But, the contract specifies that an RA altrak
must serve as a refie model
"at all tjnies, especially when in
public:"
.
"'The ctinfri;'
.
Ct also sayAhat the RA
"must maintain' the position as (the)
only source of employment, "with
some exceptions granted for finacjal
hardship. although -working another
Don Morlock
job is highly discoursed. said Smith.
Second-year RA's find another
"An RA position is considered the
finacial
drawback with the job. The
student's major extra-curricular,
-contract says that returning RAs "will
activity.':she said.
Resident Assistants; then, caiinot utilize and share skills with staff."- '
Consequently, a second-year RA is
usually hot# down anotbir job due ib
expected todo more and "there is no
lack of time oidiscourgement from
compensation for being experienced,their superiors
.
. Iran e
RA.-teciVes
-:`,••
work-study grant, it may go unused. said Carolyn Cohan, an RA from
Also, when an RA's semester bill is ,Stodder Hall.
"Second-year RAs usually are
reduced by $1340 for free room and
seniors.
We have more pressures M
board, many times this jeopardize
general,
less time, and now we are
Financial
Any
Aid
reward.
expc,1
4Fd_ to do more.

7
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When asked about this issue,
For Beth Blouin, an RA from Hart
Moriarty _said "The job is a Heck of a Hall, being an RA meant giving up
,lot easier the second year than the. time she used to spend with Gamma
first."
Sigma Sigma, a service sorority.
Cohan said, "As an RA you are
Cohan said, "You can't be an RA
for the money. —It --is• a growing eipected to diversify and involve
experience. You learn the good with ybUrsell'in different aspects of the
the bad. You learn about yourself, and university. But once -you are an RA
about red tape in bureaucracy." . •
'these things are sacrificed."
Lack of time is another probtem ' Another drawback to the job is
which RAs face.
playing a dual role between dis"You have to hide to find time for ciplinarian and friend, , counselor or
yourself. Whenever you are in the
role model. Moriarty said this is a'
dorm, You are assumed to be on quty, problem with all types of professionals
even if yott<r
. e not.' Cohan said!
RAs.•included.
.,Inaddition,to nights on duty, an RA • The alcohol enforcement policies of
is expected to . handle academic
the past two years "puts a rea'
schedule, attend a weekly staff strain on relations with the section."
meeting and a monthly complex board said Morlock.
meetings and activities, plan section
One Stodder complex RA, who
meetings and activities. nrovide
wished to remain anonymous. said.
counseling and educational
,"People under 20 will and do drink.
programming, and be an inforinect.- We're not solving the problem--we're
source of information.
just keeping it behind closed dows.As a result. Debbie Lewis. an RA, • Por Blouin, closeness with her
from Penobscot Hall, studies "Late 'at section is difficult with the enforcenight after everyone is in beds and
ment regulations. "There are certain
befotel drop from exhaustion.'-'she things that I, won't do with my section
sa,itr "Being a RA is like being. a " -in the dorm - that 1 normally would
working mother. But it just comeswith
have.;...thi said.
the,j0."
'Frost Said, "Being a role model at
When managing an: RA's time, all times can be real burden. I have to
Morlock said, "something has to
go Dff-Campus if I want to party."
give
,; RAs cannot ignore the alcohol
Many times, it is the social life. enforcement policies. "RA's are not
Other times it is a GPA. With Frost, immune from probation," Morlock
her RA job cuts into time she used to
0r0ekin
trgoutbhle
e
sooumceatnh i.ngge t ainnd ml0
gstloa
devote to other campus organizations,
Ying
"But this- was a decision I had to
other way than the individual you are
make before I took'the joh."Frost
protecting could in the first place" he
said. "The campus involvement 1hd
Syaifi•
hese disadvantates do come with
before built my character, and no
the job, and are sometimes expected.
that helps me to do a better job as an
Smith said that the role of the RA has
RA."
changed insthe past two years.

Napoli

0

Hilltop Health Club
Class Registration
Mon. Sept.27- Fri. Oct.1

rem

-C.P.R:
-aerobic dance
- self hypnosis

- boxing
weight training
-noon time weight training for

-women's

Cottle to.the

faculty &

H.H.C. frorii 2-fi

444 8ncTx18.:VM8
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The coupons
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PLANT
SALE

that last til
your last
class.

Good
'til

5-13-83

October 1.&2 9:00-4:00

Good til
May 13,
1983

Put some life in your room:
Houseplants of all-kinds -Foliage to
Blooming
154 Park Street
.
Ororvo. Mahe

Roger Clapp's Green House
University of Maine at Orono"
•

Tel. 866-5505

DELIVERY and TAKEOUT SERVICE
OUR FAMILY HAS BEEN BAKING THE FINEST FRESH DOUGH - OFF THE BOARD
ON TO THE HEARTH PIZZA SINCE 1890
(YrN(R LOC A T1nN$ IN BANGOR AND BAR HARIETR
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A political feud

Z.r.
!

The race between Democratic Sen. Republican
Rep. David Emery for Mitchell's seat in the United
States Senate is beginning to seernmore like a fight
between two children over a toy. -'
As a matter of fact, it's becoming downrigfit
absurd.
Emeriewho currently holds the first district
congressional seat, is challenging Mitchell, who was
appointed to the senate seat he currently holds. The
race is turning into a match of barbtiafter barb.
Emery charged Tuesday that Mitchell was
defaming the congressman's character and said that
the "Character assasination tactic has got to stop."
Emery was referring to Mitchell's television
advertisement
, accursed Emery of distorting the
record on budget d spending issues.
Emery's commercials, on the other hand, attack
Mitchell. In one of Emery's commercials, a voice
.says "Emery was never handed anything," while at
the same time showing a newsclip headlined
"Mitchell formally appointed."
The above is only one example of the bickering
between the representative and the senator. It isn't
the first, and it probably won't be the last.

STEVEN GUTHRIE.

id

Artoiher argument which is still steaming is the
issue on veteran's affairs. During the summer, Emery
circulated information stating Mitchell was given a
zero rating by a veterans group which was rating
members of Congress in terms of their voting and
support on veterans issues. It was later proved that
the group didn'tgive Mitchell a rating at all because
he had just been appointed at the time the ratings
tookn place.
Emery, who publicly admittedthe error, claims
that Mitchell is using it as a campaign tactic.
What we have here is a political feud which helps. no one and hurts only the voter. The voter, whether
he or she gets information from the television, the
radio or the newspaper, has to listen to this constant
debate on campaign tataill:S.
But what about the More important issues? What
are the two candidates' stands on foreign policy in
the Middle East? What would they do about the high *-4
unemployment rate? The state of the economy? Very
few people-know.
These are all lost somewhere amidst all of the
feuding. And in the end, it is the voter who must pay.

ei, ,x,

Future- shock
in the B40-
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recreational budget of $35-40,000. The University o
New Hampshire works with over $200,000, just fot
recreation.
Ames said he thought that if each student w/re.to
pay only $IO a year for a recreation fee, it ould
take care of all the income from students urces,
and still allow "a considerable amount gore for
students." He said this extra money would go
towards paying officials, and buying awards. Right
now, Ames says he is having a hard time getting
officials because pay is low, and he "desparately
needs" someone else to help with the programs.
Today a letter appears in this newspaper
complaining of the lack of activities provided by the
university. The recreational fee would go a long way
toward opening up campus facilities to the majority
of students.
A fee of $25 per semester for a-weight room,$15
per semester for the pool, and $22 per semester for
use of the ice arena is too much for most students to
pay. But $10 per year for all of these would be
affordable, and worthwhile.

The Mills-Linsay administration is currently
working on an admirable, if no realistic project.
Student Government is trying to instate a
recreational pass which would allow students use of
the major campus facilities (nautilus machine, pool,
ice arena) without having to pay for each one
separately.
But while the Mills administration is certainly on
the right track, it is unrealilstic to think that the use
of the facilities could possibly be funded by the
current student activity fee of $15 a semester. In an
article in today's Maine Campus, Jeff Mills told a
reporter that ifthe students want use of the facilities
money would have to be taken away from other club
funded through the activity fee.
Most of those clubs are getting a pitifully small
amount from Student Government right now because
the budget is spread so thinly.
"There is so many services and activities we don't
provide simply because we don't have the money,"
said Intramural Sports Director Dave Ames in a
phone interview last night.
Right now Ames is working with a budget of just
over $17,000. The University of Rhode Island has a

R
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Harry, you rotten egg, look
what you've done now. You
ruined the party.
Who's Harry? Harry is short
for Harrison Richardson, the
UMaine trustee. Harry had this
bright idea a few years ago to
suggest that the Big 0 was, well,
_
he said, a zoo.
Harry caught the other
trustees, I'll call them Harveys,
off guard. They weren't doodling, sleeping or scooping
out the young student serving
coffee. They were listening, and
boy, were they pissed.
"That's it/' one of the
Harveys is 7td
,, have said, "The
parto
's ov e.re
N yw
back to where I
started'
longer are there open frat
p ies; lone are the Two O'clock
/tubs and the Thursday-FridaySaturday give-a-two'as. Say byebye to four-keg parties in the
dorm, and roommates, god
forbid, who have "good"
girlfriends. Welcome to UMO in
the '80s.
Here are some of my
predictions for the tainted
generations to follow:
Eight o'clock classes will
become popular again. Most
students will be-sober enough to
attend
icbasileyn.tee rates/ill
tA
will drop drastically.
— Professors will .schedule
evening hours to handle the
temand-, lot appointment,
Advisers will become useful. In
general,
vogu 1, academia will be i n
g

—The cultural arts center will
finally be built. No fooling. Rev.
Buddy Franklin will give a
naming gift of several million and
the, curtain will go up. Jerry
Faltwell will narrate the first
dance, and then take donations
for God. "
r
—Forestry students will
illegally grow corn on university
property instead of reading
bearings and measuring trees.
Some will get caught.
— Chief Whathisname will
have a force of 45 agents trying to
infiltrate the illicit liquor trade,
but will have little success. He
will estimate only 10 percent is
intercepted. There will be
corruption among the officers.
—Booze will be smuggled onto
campus during the night. The
chief's finks that get caught are
thrown into the Stillwater, their
-feet-cemented ipmempty kegs.
— Abstracts, indexes and
current periodicals will replace
empty beer cans and score sheets
for Cosmic Wimp-Out on most
coffee tables.
(see guest column page 5)
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Stewart Complexizoffers alternative

To the editor:
while constantly being on
"boogie festival" is for
The Maine Campus has
the watch for dile authoryou: 9-1 p.m. Saturday
devoted a lot of time rota ities. And the
rest of the
(Oct.
2) at Stewert Comarticles covering the en-e - Community
Conceivably
mons.
forcement of rules.- and
watches,TV,'reads a book,
That's right, a dance.
regulations here at the
goes toAffe- fikraryu, or in
gifor the person who feels
university. Well justified:
generat,1 wofiders what
they're being stifled by
because the stepped-up
they're going' to do that.,
rules and regulations. for
enforcement of these
evening......
those who are tired of the
-rides has reached every
It's a ;ad situation. No
-Latroutine. For those who
aspect of the campus
letter? the *ditor have
don't feel like staying
• community. From the
as yet r.inuc, as bitched
inside on a Saturday
dorms to. the fraternity
about these,. developnight. It's time to get
houses, and even into one
ments. This letter strives
together and let it.all hang
of the local" apartment
to be different'At Stewert
out. _Come -with -your
complexes torfar from
Complex we Ale making
section, you friends, your
this inagratiOni studektt An 'effort.
fellow brothers, youi sorare increasingly fac a -.;
.,;Ahis is an 'invitation to
ority. Students we all are
with limitations on ther 441. reading this
who are
and this weekend we
social lives.
in the mood .for a good
invite all of you to StewThe results of this , time. If You liPie
off-camert. Music will be strictly
next Career Day Will not bo until enforcemen
t are not nripus and want.* attend a
danceable. Please, no alOctober, 1984, so'plan to attend predic
dtable. Come Fri.: campus 'function, if
you
cohol inside the Comnow: Wednesday, October 20. day
afternoon. there is a 5, lie in StiHwer
Village
mons. A slight admission
If you have, any questions virtual exodu
s of students -and find that -20 of your
will be charged at the
regarding Career Day, please leavin
g campus for\hoine.
buddies want to meet
door.
contact Patty Counihan, Career---The
roads literally chrg - people from all over camCome on over/s the
Planning and Placement, 581- going
into the Mill Street
pus., if you want to go
North side ofcampus. The
2226.
and later on. down Rts 95
dancing with your best
invite is there, and so is
Thank you,
and 2 as people make
guy or best girl but can't
the spirit_ Come on over
their
Patricia Counihan
way to and from the
getAnto discos because
and ne a part of it!
local area bars and night
Assistant Direqor
yhie a.minori..or if you
Sincerely,
Career Planning and Placement spots. Greeks and guests r want to just try somet
hing
The Stewert Complex
cram into pubs to socialize
new, then this little
Board
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Care& Day-Upcoming
To the editor:

I would like to thank the
Maine Campus for the excellent
support and coverage in your
September 28 edition concerning Career Day. In particular, I
extend special thanks to Maureen Harrington for her article
and Nancy Storey for her
editorial endorsing, the value of
Career Day -for all UMO students.
In case you missed the
articles, Career Day isls daYlong event to held in the UMO
Fieldhouse, Memorial Gym, on
Wednesday. October 20 from
9:30 AM to 4:00 PM. Over 90
organizations will be repre entated and the employers'
pose in attending is to provi
first-hand cared information to
all UMO students, freshmen
through graduate stuck.
To add a footnote,
mention of total costs fo
eer
Day: bisides the 30 corporate
sponsors, additional -1upport
had been.,provided by the seven
colleges of UMO. Ihus/ Career
Day is sponsorediffy the -UMO
academic communitAas well as
major corporations k.and the
office of Career Plannihk and
Placement.
.
Agian, thank ylpilter y`wr
support and your eticourage--„_\.,
ment to students to take advantage of Career Day 1982. The
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CIVP EVeNINO. FRANK
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by Berke Breathed
NOTHIN'
HA2FEN1NS HERE
FRANK. C.Er5
CHECK PETER
JF,NNINC/5 IN 4.
CZNPON. MIER/

IN A
5EN5E,
THIS t5
EXCITING.

IONIEHT ON
NIGHTLINE:
l'EP KOMI.
INIERVIEW5 HIS
POG "WINKIE."
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(Guest column),
continued from,pg. 4
-be
--AA ctaizten...
established in svera athe
dorms, in at least one frat,
and in several off campus
neighbhooils, with at
least ,r one
near
the
Penobscot River.
These are just some of
my predicitiops. Write to
-me and- -1')1
Neu a
"complete list.
Harry's
"zootsm- will fade within
10 years, I ho-ho-hope.
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Steve Guthrei is a guest
columnist for the Maine
Campus.
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Greek rush drives going strong this year
by Wayne Rivet
Staff Writer

ested in the house and not just free deep questions than just shat a girl's
beer.
major i)t. We try to make them feel
"We
.
haven't had to bust hard to get welcome and a part of the sorority,"
2
peOple down to the house because Ross said.
guys are comine down on their own
Tracy • Harvey, of Delta Zeta, said
because their is a lot of interest in the rush is going well despite how quick
house," Taylor said.
the girls are rushed through each
The female side of the Greek system sorority. Harvey said each girl must
has also been quite busy with their visit all 10 sororities during rush which
rushes in the past few weeks. Amy really puts a strain on the rushees.
stanton, of Alpha Phi sorority, said
"It's hard for rushees because
this year they had an excellent everything is thrown at them in 20
turnout.
minutes. Rushes are a good chance to
"The girls seem very enthusiastic meet people though." Harvey said.
ich can be seen in the number of
Kim Mayor, rush counselor from
eshmen and sophomores going Delta Delta Delta, expressed optimism
through rush," Stanton said.
in the current rush drives. Mayor said
Stanton said Alpha Phi hopes to despite decreasing numbers in the
reach the sorority limit of 60 girls this past this drive is excellent.
year. "We currently have 30 girls and
"The girls think Greek life is great
we have a good chance to reach our because they feel like they belong
and
goal," Stanton said.
are right at home," Mayor said.
Befi‘y Ross, sister of Alpha Chi
Mayor said Delta is doing well
Omega, said their rulth drive has been because, the sorority girls like
the
very successful.
—
rushees which results in the favorable
"We have had a big turnout with opinion formed by the new girls.
"The
a lot of enthusiasm from the girls," sorority offers friendship and a
chance
Ross said.
to meet other people in the Greek
She said, the sorority offers a system which can make
a girl feel
comfortable atmosphere were the girls comfortable at the
university," Mayor
can feel natural and at ease.
said.
"Sorority girls shoNy interest and ask

fraternity life was like.
"The dorms are too strict, confined
Although the Greek system has had
and crowded. Here, there's more
to deal with increased alcohol enforcepersonal relations and the food is
ment this semester, the rush drives
great," Burgess said.
are full of enthusiasm which has left
Bruce Wyman, rush class president,
fraternities and sororities very pleasaid Theta Chi is different from other
sed.
fraternities because of their less
This fall, university officials stepped
emphasis on rules which produces a
up enforcement of alcohol policies
more laid back atmosphere. "A
which sent many fraternities in an
brother is in control of .
their own
uproar. No longer can the fraternities
destiny at Theta Chi compared to
sell tickets for their parties. The
other fraternities," Wyman said.
alcohol crackdown produced negative
"We are doing okay this semester
feelings but the enforcement has
as far a membership compared to what
benefited the rush drives.
people think," Beal said.
This year we are not getting guys
Scott Smith, president of Tau
who just...come to the house to drink
,Epsilon Phi, said the house has lost a
free beer. We are getting _better_ _ _Dumber of members because of
quality people who are interested in
graduation and past policy.
the house and not just alcohol," Ray
"Rush is going teal well. The
Berthiaume, president of Sigma Phi
problem in past years is that we have•
Epsilon, said.
had older kids jointing the house and
Berthiaume said this year's rush is
then graduating. This year we are
going very well and rushees seem very
concentrating on the younger guys,"
interested in the house.
Smith said.
"The big thing rushees look for is
Smith said the alcohol policy
how the brothers come across to them.
enforcement has little effect on this
Here at Sig Ep, the brothers try to
year's recruitment. He said the house
make the rushee feel right at home,"
is looking for quality people interested
Berthiaume said.
in the house and not those interested
The various fraternity houses offer
in just alcohol.
different settings which give the
Eric Kell, treasurer of TEP, said the
undecided rushee a choice of lifehouse places emphasis on studying.
style. At Theta Chi, an Alternate
Pledge activities are changed if
lifestyle policy exists which has helped
conflicts occur with study periods.
their current membership drive.
Scott Taylor, member of Delta Tau,
"We have a lifestyle policy which
said this year's rush has been the best
allows freshmen a chance to live in the
in two years. Taylor said three pledges
house for a year with no commitments._ have moved into the house which
This gives the freshmen a chance to
doesn't usually happen because fratexperience Greek life without any
ernities offer an alternate form of
commitment," Keith Beal said.
lifestyle," Taylor said.
Tim Burgess, a freshman recruit,
He said the alcohol policy enforcesaid he became interested in the house
ment has not hurt recruitment but has
through an orientation showed what helped in attractin individuals inter-
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Cyanide found in Extra-Strength Tylenol cause of deaths
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Ill.(AP)the cyanide was introduced after the
-Three people in two Chicago suburbs
capsules left its plant.
died of cyanide poisoning after
Robert Kniffen, a spokesman for
swallowing tainted capsules of ExtraMcNeil Consumer Products Co., the
Strength Tylenol, medical official said
manufacturer of Tylenol in Fort
Thursday. The manufacturer recalled
Washington, Pa., said the company
nearly 4.7 million of the capsules while
had been notified that two bottles of
searching for the source of the
Extra-Strength Tylenol Capsules
contamination.
been tampered with and cyanide
"have
A fourth person was hospitalized in
added to some of the capsules."
poison
extremely 'critical
condition,
apparently after taking a capsule of the
popular painkiller. Doctors said her --_____Kniffen said no product from lot
MC2880 should be bought or
brain had suffered "a great deal of
consumed until further notice, adding
damage" and she was not expected to
that the company has no evidence any
live.
other product was contaminated. The
The manufacturer said it believed

lot number is printed on the label glued
to the bottle.
,

He said it was not known at what
point the tampering occured.

Lawrence G. Foster, a spokesman
for Johnson & Johnson, the New
Brunswick, N.J., firm that owns
McNeil, said he had heard from the
medical examiner in Illinois "capsule
had been pried open and placed back
together."
He said the recalled lot contained
93,400 bottles containing 50 capsules
each and that they had been distributed
east of the Mississippi as well as in
North Dakota, Nebraska and in part of
Wyoming. The expiration date was
April 1987.

"We believe it occurred after it left
the manufacturer," Foster said.
"That's what we have quality control
for. We believe it happened somewhere
in the distributIon or at the point of
sale."
He said some of the/medication is
distributed directly to stores and some
through wholesalers.
He said the company'.. sales and
marketing people in each region of the
country affected were going out to
stores and picking up the recalled
bottles.

FDA recalls starch blockers
WASHINGTON (AP)--Federal
agents are seizing stocks of "starch
blocker" pills from producers across
the country who are defying a Food
and Drug Administration order to halt
traffic in the popular weighOoss
products.
The FDA charges that die pills,
which use a kidney bean ex*act, are
classified as a drug and are marketed
illegally because they have not been
approved by the agency for safety and
effectiveness.
Some of the producers in the $100
million-a-year business are ignoring the
FDA's Julyl order on the ground that
starch blockers are a food product, not
a drug requiring government approval.

The pills, invented by a Scottishborn biochemist from Elkhart, Ind.,
named J. John Marshall, have been
sold at drug stores and supermarkets
for about a year. They are widely
advertised as designed to let people eat
starchy foods without gaining weight.
The manufacturers say the pills
block the action of alpha amylase, a
protein that inhibits digestive enzymes,
and allows Starches to simply pass
through the body.
The FDA says it continues to receive
reports of adverse reactions from
starch blocker users, including nausea,
vomiting, diarrhea, stomach pains and
excess gas. Brown says 27 instances of
hospitalization are being investigated.

U.S. Marine dies in Lebanon of unexploded cluster bomb parts
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)--An
unexploded part of a cluster bomb
blew up at Beirut airport Thursday,
killing one U.S. Marine and wounding
three others who tripped on it, US
military spokesmen said.
The casualties were reported after
several hundred Marines waded ashore
to help guard the field just reopened by
President Amin Gemayel.
One of the survivors was in serious
condition with groin injuries and the
other two were slightly wounded, the
spokesmen said.
The casualties were the first suffered
by the Marines since they deployed in
Beirut this summer to help oversee the
evacuation of Palestine Liberation
Organization guerrillas from the
Israeli-ringed city. The Marines
'returned Wednesday on their second
peace-keeping mission.
President Reagan reacted with
"shock and sorrow," but said the
casualties would have no effect on tne
U.S. commitment to remain in
Lebanon until Israeli and Syrian troops
are out and the government is in

control, White House Deputy Press
Secretary Larry Speakes said in
Washington.
Gemayel officially opened the
airport after a nearly four-month
shutdown following a ceremony before
U.S., Italian and French peacekeeping
forces in which he proclaimed
Lebanon's capital a "unified city,"free
of Israeli troops in both the Moslem
western sector and the'Christian east.
A red and white Middle East Airlines
jet, with Lebanon's flag flying from
the cockpit window, landed at the
airport to the applause and cheers of

about 300 bystanders, who tearfully
embraced relatives setting foot on
their native soil for the first time since
Israel invaded June 6.
Hours after the jet touched down,in
explosion rocked the southwest end of
the runway nearest the Mediterranean.
The blast occurred at about 4:45 p.m.
Marine Lt. Gregory van Houten said
the explosion occurred when the men
tripped on part or parts of a cluster
bomb, an anti-personnel weapon. He
said each part thrown out by the cluster
bomb is "pressure sensitive. If you jar
it, or hit it, or in any disturb it, it will
explode."

Cluster bombs supplied lo Israel by
the Reagan administration were
dropped on west Beirut by Israeli jets
this summer, causing a public uproar
in the United States, which then
temporarily suspended shipment of the
bombs to Israel.
Army Lt. Col. Lee Delorme, a
Pentagon spokesman in Beirut, said in
a written statement that one Marine
was killed and three were injured, one
seriously, "when some unexploded
ordinance
was
accidentally
detonated.. The incident was not the
result of hostile action."

Attention Veterans
V.A. regulation require thpt you verify your

enrollment status on a periodic basis.
Accordingly; the following times and places have been
arranged for your convenience during the witek of October 4
through October 8.

Orono Campus

Special
Rosel-8.99 doz
Carnations •
90c a piece 2.9g doz
35C a piece
Free delivery with cash orders
Stillwater Ave
•
827-7721

Cunningham's-Florist

Monday,Wednesday-&-Thursda
Tuesday & Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Registrars Office, Wingate Hall

Bangor Community College
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Registrar's Office,BCC
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CETA program' became extinct as of midnight Thursday
Maine Campus. Friday, October I, 1982

WASHINGTON (AP)--Tbe oncepop ular CETA prograM\ becomes
extinct at midnight as the nation moves
to an era of lessening federal
involvement in government manpower
and training programs.
The Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act of 1973 provided
millions of federally subsidized jobs to
the hard-core disadvantaged, but has
been assailed in recent years by

political,conservatives as plagued by
waste, fraud and abuse.
When the clock strikes midnight, the
nation will be
without a federal
manpower program because the bill
providing for a replacement to the
CETA program remains hung up in a
House-Senate conference committee.
The House has passed a separate,
Democratic-sponsored jobs bill that
would provide $1 billion in public

"

bridges and highways. But tnat programs. Each version also would
legislation was killed on a 60 to 37 vote give business a more instrumental role
late Wednesday in the Senate. in matching
needed skills with
people
in need of training.
unemployed
service employment for 200,000
the cost of the
specified
bill
Neither
Americans to rebuild deteriorating
new program, and leaves the exact
Both House and Senate versions of amount up to the appropriations
the job training legislation that. is committees. However, the House
intended to replace CETA would turn version of the fiscal 1983 budget calls
over to the states principal for spending about $3 billion and the
responsibility for running manpower Senate calls for spending about $3.7
billion.

Fiel
by Sharon Keeler
Staff Writer

News Briefs
S

Shultz calls on Middle East
• UNITED
NATIONS (AP)-Secretary of State George P. Shultz
called on Israel and Arab nations
Thursday to accept President Reagan's
proposal to join in peace negotiations
and end the Middle East conflict that is
"a
searing
wound
on
our
consciousness."
He also told the General Assembly
the Palestinian people have an
"undeniable" claim to a homeland, "a
place with which they can truly
identify."
Shultz did not directly criticize
Israel, which rejected the Reagan
initiative. But he said there can be no

peace for Israel until the "legitimate
rights" of the Palestinians are met.
Shultz interrupted his prepared
remarks to announce to the world body
that he had just learned a U.S. Marine
had been killed, and several others
injured, in Beirut earlier in the day.
Hz said U.S. troops "are there to
speed the moment when all foreign
forces depart from Lebanon." He
called for an early agreement on a
timetable for a withdrawal of foreign
troops and the restoration of
Lebanon's independence, sovereignty
territorial
and
integrity.
•

delivrycampus
866-2111 or 866-2112

Coke special
25e

October only
with each pizza purchased
you pay only 25' per can of Coke
limit one can per pizza
offer good Sunday thru Thursday only
er-

eS. rt. •-•-•
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•

Stop by and see us
You'll love our prices!

WASHINGTON (AP)--The
Senate on Thursday neared final
passage of a bill designed to
prompt states to toughen their
laws against drunken driving.
the leading cause of highway
deaths.
The legislation, passed
Wednesday by the House on a
voice vote, offered $125 million
over the next three years to
states that adopt strict laws
against drunken drivers.
The Senate was expected to
adopt the House measure in
order to gel thebill to the White
House for President Reagan's
signature before Congress
Friday.
on
recesses

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)-Maine has lost more than 2,000
jobs in the past year because of
President Reagan's decision to
drop tarttt bamers on imported
footwear products, representatives of the shoe industry
contend.
Maine is the nation's leading
shoe-manufaturing state, with
about 17.000 people employed
in the industry.
U.S. Sen. George Mitchell, DMaine, joined with shoe
manufacturing spokesmen at a
news conference Wednesday to
ask the Reagan Administration to
reverse its imported shoe policy.
They said the policy has added an
estimated 22,000 shoe workers to
the national unemployment rolls.
•"To thousand of Maine's
17,000 shoeworkers have already_ lost their jobs as a result
of the president's pursuit of free
trade when he abandoned the
modest program cff import relief
for the shoe industry," Mitchell
said at the news conferenee.
Mitchell charged that one of
every seven manufacturing jobs
in Maine comes from the shoe
industry, with nearly 40 communities depending on the
industry as the major local
employer.

New
JOHN,
SAINT
Brunswick (AP)--The fight to
restore Via Rail passenger service
through Canada, and through
Maine on Via's Montreal-t9-New
Brunswick line, has been given a
second life by a federal appeals
court
in Ottawa.
The court ruled last week that
a case initiated by three cities
and two consumer groups,
which wants three passenger
lines continued, should be heard
in court.
In its ruling, the court also
suggested that the Canadian
government's decision to stop
the Atlantic Limited passenger
line last November may have
been made illegally. The
Atlantic Limited cut across
northern Maine on its Montrealto-Halifax, New Brunswick, run.
The July 1981 decision to cut
the rail budget by 20 percent
was made by Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau's cabinet, without first holding puVic hearings
or allowing the House of
Commons to debate the issue.
the appeals court said..
WASH1NGTON(AP)--State
Department counselor James L.
Buckley was named president of
Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty on Thursday. He said
those two government-run
stations can help raise discontent in the Soviet bloc "that
even a.jotalitarian state cannot
ignore.t
The appointment of Buckley,
a former Republican senator
from New York and brother of
conservative columnist William
F.Buckley, will signal the Soviet
Union and Western Europe
"that this so-called contest of
ideas is going to be played
henceforth by members of a
team," said Ben J. Wattenberg,
who is vice chairman of Board of
International Broadcasting.
Buckley was chosen for the
job by the board, which is the
government agency that has
overseen the stations since
surreptitious
CIA funding
ended in the 1970s. They now
get openly appropriated funds.
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Field hockey squad nets first
by Sharon Keeler
Staff Writer

Presque Isle penalty stroke. Carol
McKay converted on the attempt to
give UMPI their only goal of the gtime.
Eight minutes later, Mitch Fowler
The U.M.O. varsity field hockey
and Hardy combined for UMO's
team won their first game of the season
third goal. Fowler brought the ball into
yesterday as they defeated a scrappy
the scoring circle and., .passed ofiNto
Presque Isle team, 3-1. The win upped
Hardy, who had an open field ahead of
the Bears season record to 1-3-0.
her. Going one-on-one with the goalie,
The first half of the game saw a lot
Hardy flicked the ball into the corner
of offensive pressure from Presque
to register the Black Bears final goal.
Isle, but UMO was the first team to
Maine played the last nine minutes
put a score on the board. With 29
of the half with only ten players after
minutes gone, Alison Marcotte put one
full-back Nancy Szostak was injured
by the Presque Isle goalie. The score
with a broken nose. Davis was very
held at the half with the Black Bears
pleased with the way the team took
ahead, 1-0.
over. "After we settled down, the kids
As the second half got underway, it
pulled together really well. The halfwas the UMO offensive line that put on
back shift worked well and, even
the pressure. Three minutes into the
playing with ten players, we were still
half, right-inner Betsy Hardy brought
able to establish an offensive attack."
the ball into the circle and -.made a
Szostak should be back to play in the
sharp pass across the crease of the
Colby game on Friday but Davis is still
goal. Left-wirrger Ann England was
worried about the strength of the
positioned at the post and slammed it
backfield as full-back Randy Fogler
into the net for what Coach Deb Davis
is on hold with a muscle tear in her leg.
referred to as "a beautiful and wellGoalie Lisa Hawthorne played well
executed goal." ,
—
_
in the net for the Black Bears as she
A scramble in front of the goal
recorded 14 saves.
midway through the half resulted in a
Overall, Coach Davis was "very
pleased" with the win. ",We changed
NIVEIZSITY
fields well and we executed a lot of
STILLWATER AVE
CINEMAS
pressure. But, most important, we had
OLD
TOWN
FRI. owl sAT.CAS & 9.15
827- i8S0
RS 730
really good support through-out the
One of the liveliest movies
game."
of the
The Black Bears_ will be busy this
weekend as they will be hosting Colby
College on Friday at 3:00 with the j.v.
game
following. On Saturday,.....WO
GENA
JOHN
CASSAYETES
ROWLANDS
will host the University of Vaitiont at
12:00, a very tough out-of-state
IPG1
opponent
.
,411•••(•MAI 412

The Black Bear field hockey team hopes to score
against Vermont this
Saturday.(Ferazzi photo)

CRACIOUS COLONIAL
pie

.4,

...plus energy efficiency is the hallmark of this fine 4 or 5 bedroom home on
Forest Avenue in Orono. From the tasteful decorations to the several
improvements keeping the original 1850 character along with energy
efficiency has been the owners primary concern. Attractive modern kitchen,
family room with woodstove hookup, formal dining room, study, 2 3/4,.
baths, insnietion., vinyl siding, new lined chimney, extra large lot, and
detached garage. Small assumable mortgage plus possibility of owner
financing. *75,000.
Eves./wkndv Beverly Antonitis 866-2576, John deGaribody 827-3619,
Helen Buzzell 827-3433, Rose French 1-943-2688, Paula Page 827-5479,
Lois Soule 866-4060. —
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Get your Beer at
Jeff's University Citgo

$1.50

All evening
Requests! Requests! D.J.'s
spin your favorite platters
for dancing 'listening.
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866-5571
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week on Bar Bottles
Bud 10:50/case & tax
Busch 9.50/ ease & tax

All brands of cigarettes at low price
s

Specials on Coke and Pepsi
Lowest gas in area.

For bang up prices go to
Jeff's University at-go
Stillwater Ave. off I95
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Black Bearsface Towson State
.01

by Paul Tukey
Staff Writer
All indications point to a high
scoring battle when the UMO Black
Bear football squad travels to
Maryland to take on the Towson State
University Tigers Saturday.
The Tigers, led by senior
quarterback Joe Anderson, boast the
second leading passing offense in the
country in Division 11, averaging 311
yards a game. The Bears, meanwhile,
ahve the top-rated rushing offense in
Division I-AA, churning out 267 yards
a game.
The Tigers will enter Saturday's
contest with a 2-1 mark, having beaten
Slippery Rock and Bucknell—teams
Maine has never played. In fact, ,the
Bears and Tigers have no common
opponents this season but coach Ron
Rogerson has seen films of TSU's
games and said, "They are a good
team."
"They have some big and aggressive
people on defense and they are very
effective throwing the ball," he said.
Anderson has been the key to the
turning-around of the Tiger offew.
He entered
a game against
Shippensburg State with his team down
24-0 in the third quarter. The 671, 209
pound quarterback threw for over 300
yards and four touchdowns before his
team lost 27-25.
Overall this year, Anderson is 31 for
59, passing for 600 yards and six
touchdowns. Last week, he was named
ECAC Division II player of the week.
Anderson has been blessed with the

123 Franklin St.

nation's leading receiver in senior Marc
Brown. In just three games, the 6-2,
200 pound speedster has caught 19
passes for a whopping 490 yards.
The Tigers' other national leader is
kicking specialist Sean Landetta. He
has had an off year kicking field goals,
but the 6-1, 215 pound senior is tops in
the country among 'punters with an
even 47 yards a kick average.
Rogerson said he expects a tough
game but he feels his high-powered
wing-T will move the ball effectively

against the Tigers' "20" defense that
features two linement, five linebackers
and four men in the secondary.
Last week, Bucknell, with a wing-T
offense Rogerson said is inferior to
Maine's, gained over 350 yards on the
ground.
Defensively, the Bears will be hurt
by the absence of defensive end Dave
Sanzaro who is still in Cutler Health
Center with pneumonia. Rogerson said
senior Tom Elision will start in
Sanzaro's place and the defense will

Pent

have a few new looks against the
Tigers.
Rogerson said since the Tigers throw
the ball so well, he may employ a three
safety formation to add extra pass
coverage.
Sanzaro also handled the punting
duties this season, but for Saturday's
game, Rich Labonte will be pressed
back into action. LaBonte averaged
36.5 yards a kick while doing most1
/
4.of
the team's punting last season before
taking over as starting quarterback.

Eastern Divisioi
W L Pct. GB
x-St. Louis 91
Philadelphia 2
Montreal
8,
Pittsburgh
2
Chicago
71
New York 64

Western Divisia
Atlanta 87 71
Los Angeles -San Francisco
San_ Diego 80
Houston 75
Cincinnati 60 x-clinched divisi

_

Thursday's Gan
Cincinnati 6, !
Chicago at Nem
Montreal at Ph
St. Louis at Pit
Atlanta at los I
Houston at San

Voile

by Roland Morii
Staff Writer -

The Maine defense will be tested Saturday by Towson State. (Llyod- Rees photo)

-TEAR OUT AND POST ON YOUR BULLETIN BOARD.

Downtown Bangor
942-7492
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Where good times are.
,

NATIONA

Benjamin's 10K Race Sunday Oct. 31st
12:00 noon
Happy Hour Everyday 4:00-8:00

OCTOBER

Entertainment Schedule
2 Tremendous Richard Band-

Nightly Dinner Special
10% Discount UMO Student Stude
nts
:Sunday -Thursday

3 & 4 PetenGallway and the Real Band
5-6-7 Dr. Hicklicks Cucumber Band
8 & 9 Bliss

Sun. Mon. Tues. .60' Michelob Draft

WA!Blues Over Easy

.95' Heinekin Draft Every Night

12-13 Blue Flames
14-15-16 Guitar Junior and His Magic
Rockers
17 Randy Hawkes and the Overtones
18-19-20 Bijou McCue and the- Matinees
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Fridays only
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We c

24-25-26 Searsmont Street Band
27-28 Final Frontier Band

Come to a Halloween party

wo,

29-30 Loose Ties

Prizes for best costumes.
1. *10000

31-1 Scott Folsom & Band

...FROM

2. $75"
3. *50°°
4. Dinner for two.
5. Lunch for two.
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Pennantraces ata glance
AMERICAN LEAGUE

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
x-St. Louis 91 68 .572 Philadelphia 86 72 .544 41
/
2
Montreal
84
.532
74
61
/
2
Pittsburgh
.519
81/2
82 76
Chicago
.447
88
71
20
New York 64 94 .405 261
/
2
Western Division
Atlanta 87 71 .551 Los Angeles
85 73 .538
San Francisco
85 73 .538
Sari_ Diego 80 79 .503 71
/
2
Houston 75 83 .475 12
Cincinnati 60 99 .377 271
/
2
x-clinched division title

Follow all your
fa s ite sports
Tuesday through
Friday in thee

2
2

Thursday's Games
Cincinnati 6, San Diego 4
Chicago at New York n
Montreal at Philadelphia n
St. Louis at Pittsburgh n
Atlanta at los Angeles n
Houston at San Francisco n

Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
Milwaukee 94 63 .599 4
.573
Baltimore
67
90
1
2
Boston 85 73 .538 9/
Detroit 80 76 .513 13Vi
/
2
161
78 80 .494
New York
/
2
Cleveland 76 80 .487 171
/
2
Toronto 74 84 .468 201

Maitp,Campus

Western Division
California 90 69 .566_ Kansas City 87 71 .551 21
/
2Chicago 85 74 .535 5
Seattle 76 83 .47814
Oakland
.67 91
.424
221
/
2
Texas
64
95
.403
26
Minnesota 59 99 .373 301
/
2

DUBAY'S AUTO PARTS CO.

Thursday's Games
Minnesota at Toronto n
Baltimore at Detroit n
New York at Cleveland n
Milwaukee at boston n
Oakland at Kansas City n
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Volleyballers beat UMPI
by Roland Morin
Staff Writer
The lady Black Bears of Janet
Anderson put it all together at UMPI
to turn back the Owls 15-3, 15-4,
15-13, in volleyb_all action Wednesday
night.
In the first two games.. Maine
discovered the consistancy that had
been lacking in the team's play up to
this time. The serving of Linda Kaczor
and Kellyann Lin, along key spikes
and net play of Pam Desroches and
Barbara Blazewicz, combined to put
Presque Isle at a disadvantage they
could not recover from.
UMP1 made a last desperate run at
Maine in the third game, running up a
quick 7-2 advantage, before the Bears
cot
—Ad-recover: Maine rallied behind
superb court coverage and good
serving to go ahead at 12-11 and then
finished the Owls off.
Coach Janet Anderson was duly
impressed with the team's play in all
three games.
"We played beautifully. We were
consistent in the first two games. All

FREE Napa
Gold Hat with
purchase oil 5
quarts of 10W40
,
oil at 98e a quart.

the serves were on and we covered the
floor well. We had super back row
coverage," said Anderson.
The Bears will entertain UVM in
their next context at Lengyel Gymnasium at 11 AM on Saturday. Maine
lost in a match that went all three
games in the UMass Invitational.

with this coupon *
Mill Street. Downtown Orono

ABC Arrives

•

*Orono store only Offer good Oct. 1 -2

NOTE: All the fuss about collebe
football's longest game hasn't
ended yet. ABC television was in
Memorial Union and Memorial
Gym Thursday asking people
their opinion about the overtime
rule and six overtime game with
Rhode Island that put Maine
football on the map.
Sports Illustrated has also been
in town to do a story about the
whole Maine football program.
We might just have the most
popular 2-2 team this side of the
Pacific.

THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITIC
.

_ -_-_- *-

WASHINGTON

SEMESTER
Spring 1983

in Washington, D.C.
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Tel. 866-4647
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3 Mill Street, Orono
Girls cuts
$8.00

$
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Guy's cuts
$7.00
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Uniiergraduatizprograms in:
•American Politics
*Criminal Justice ,
,
.* Urban Affairs
*Economic Policy
*Arts and Humanities
*Foreign Policy
*Journalism
•Public Administration

OPEN MON•- SAT.

Tues., Wed., and Thurs. evenings by appointment
We do basic , precision and natural cuts.
Walk-ins Welcome
•/
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Programs Include:
*Seminars with decision makers
*Internships en Capitol Hill, in government
agencies and with public interest groups
•Research with guidance by University - profesebrs
*Specialized courses in a wide variety
of disciplines
a Campus housing if desired
.
ir-

Anyc,can llo•we• vly .s an .,),,,
cloporlund0•11."..M•v0 aClacadli.rovergalq,

'—

Please rush me information on the Washington Semester programs!(Packet
-include-s detaits on internships, past speakers, housing. registration and
much more.)
Name

123 FRANKLIN STREET BANGOR MAINE

--

For further information. contact Dr David C Brown, Dean, Washington Semester
and Study Abroad Programs. The American University, Washington, D C 20016

!

04401
Address:
City:

___. ____ State.

Program Interests (limit of two, please):
i

ZIP code:
__
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HELP UMO GROW

. 7.

.

And Pick Up Cash For Your
Organization!!!
,

—

-

eiTAIE'PICK VP
Could your campus geoup use a quick $250-$500
and help build the new UMO Arts Center?
Triou've got _the time... We've got the plan!

tiPf

-r

Miller Brewing Company and Haffenreffer Bev
erage, local distributor, are conducting an
exciting six week contest on the UMO Campus
. Your organization could qualify for one
of the three $500.00 or three $250.00 cash awards
. In addition your efforts will raise
funds for the new UMO Arts Center. Winner
s will be determined at the conclusion of
the
contest. So remember, make your next pickup
a Miller High Life, Lite or Lowenbrau.
Quality pays off in many ways!! Contact your local Mil
ler Campus Rep for more details.

•

Your Campus Rep is Steve Gritulle.
Contact him at 866-4724 or
ilaffenreffer Beverage at 989-3730
for details on how
the fundraiser works.

•

© Miller Brewing Company, 198
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